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Overview
With the aquisition of the Royal Buckinghamshire
Hospital by Affinity Group, the Grade II listed building
is currently undergoing major refurbishment and
modernisation to create a flagship centre for spinal
injuries and rehabilitation.
As part of the ongoing development, the first phase
of the development was the refurbishment of the
bedrooms in the International Spinal Injuries and
Rehabilitation Centre with the vision to create a much
warmer less clinical feel for the patient.
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Due to the nature of the injuries and the length of stay
of the patients, the design team wanted to avoid using
standard horizontal or vertical bedhead systems and
wanted a more aesthetic solution to compliment the
interior design of the rooms.

The Solution
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The Solution

The
Comfort
Unit
The Comfort Unit supplied by LiP
Medical was the ideal solution and
was selected for the refurbishment
offering a functional medical
supply unit with a less clinical feel.
Regardless of trying to achieve a less
clinical feel, the units must always
meet the relevant safety standards.
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The Specifics

The
Comfort
Unit

The Specifics
The comfort unit is part of a larger range of ‘boutique hotel’
style bedhead solutions that LiP Medical can provide.
The main panels are constructed from HPL high pressure
laminate which is available in a range of finishes to
compliment any interior design.
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This inherent flexibility allowed each bedhead within the
development to be tailored to the individual design of the
rooms with the final selection of a plain coloured panel to
the top and bottom of the unit with an inset wooden
feature panel.
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Accessories
Essential Services

The Accessories

Naturally, the main objective of any bedhead
unit is to provide essential services to the
patient.

A ‘Wave’ style bedhead light was supplied
with each bedhead unit to provide general
lighting for the room and reading lighting for
the patient.

The bedhead solutions provided by LiP
Medical fully comply with all international
safety standards to ensure that all regulations
are adhered to. Once installed, the comfort
unit seamlessly integrates a fully compliant
medical supply unit. For each individual room,
the medical supply unit was configured to
accommodate the electrical sockets, data
outlets, nurse call and medical gases as
required.
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As part of the bedhead supply units, additional
accessories can be fitted to further enhance
the functionality.

In addition to this, a bed buffer colour
matched to the individual panels was also
provided and fitted to the unit to prevent any
risk of damage from the beds.

The Details
LiP Medicals broad portfolio of enhanced bedhead
units allow us to offer a number of different solutions.
Working in conjunction with designers is key to our
design philosophy to achieve a warmer, less clinical
environment for the patient.
Complimented by the large range of accessories that
can be included with the bedhead units, this provides
a comprehensive solution that can be adapted to suit
each individual project.
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